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Abstract
It is well known that a finite group is nilpotent if and only if it is the direct product of all Sylow
subgroups. In this article we introduce nilpotency for association schemes and generalize the above to
association schemes.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The concept of an association scheme generalizes in a natural way the structure of the set of
the orbitals defined by a transitive permutation group. The orbitals defined by the regular action of
a group on itself form particular association schemes, namely association schemes all elements of
which have valency 1. Conversely, the adjacency matrices of an association scheme all elements
of which valency 1 form a group with respect to matrix multiplication. So, it is natural to ask
for group theoretic results which can be generalized to specific classes of association schemes.
For several years, there have been made quite a few attempts to generalize basic results in group
theory to association schemes (see [1,4,5,7] for the structure theoretical viewpoint, see [2,3] for
the character theoretical viewpoint). This article lies in the same stream as these papers and aims
to generalize the basic result that a finite group is nilpotent if and only if it is the direct product
of all Sylow subgroups. The following is our main theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let (X,G) be an association scheme and M ≤ G. Then M is nilpotent if and only
if M is the direct product of Sylow p-subsets of M where p ranges in the set of prime divisors
of nM .
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In Section 2 we prepare the terminology which is necessary to make this article as self-
contained as possible, and introduce nilpotency for association schemes. In Section 3, we prepare
some basic results to prove our main theorem.
2. Preliminaries
In this article we use notation and terminology given in [7] where we deal with only finite
association schemes.
For each finite set X and r ⊆ X × X we set r∗ := {(x, y) | (y, x) ∈ r} and xr := {y ∈ X |
(x, y) ∈ r} where x ∈ X , and we shall denote the size of X by |X |.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a nonempty finite set and G a partition of X×X which does not contain
the empty set. We say that the pair (X,G) is an association scheme if it satisfies the following
conditions:
(i) 1X := {(x, x) | x ∈ X} is a member of G.
(ii) For each g ∈ G, g∗ is a member of G.
(iii) For all d , e, f ∈ G, |xd ∩ ye∗| is constant whenever (x, y) ∈ f . The constant is denoted
by adef , and {adef }d,e, f ∈G are called the intersection numbers of G. For each g ∈ G we
abbreviate agg∗1X as ng , which is called the valency of g.
For the remainder of this section we assume that (X,G) is an association scheme.
For all D, E ⊆ G we set
DE :=
⋃
d∈D,e∈E
{ f ∈ G | adef > 1}.
The set DE is called the complex product of D and E . It is well known that the complex product
is an associative operation on the power set of G with DE = ∅DE = ∅ ⇐⇒ ∅ ∈ {D, E}
(see [7, p. 3]).
Let H be a nonempty subset of G. Then we set nH := ∑h∈H nh , called the valency of H .
We call H closed if HH ⊆ H . We shall write H ≤ K (resp., H < K ) if H and K are closed
subsets of G with H ⊆ K (resp., H ⊂ K ).
For the remainder of this section we assume that H ≤ K ≤ G.
We shall write H E] K if k∗Hk ⊆ H for each k ∈ K .
Remark 2.1. If H E] K , then Hk = kH for each k ∈ K . However, the converse does not hold
in general, in contrast to the group theory case.
Let p be a prime. We say that H is p-valenced if nh is a power of p for each h ∈ H , and H
is a p-subset if H is p-valenced and nH is a power of p.
We say that H is thin if nh = 1 for each h ∈ H , so that each thin closed subset is p-valenced.
We say that a closed subset M is nilpotent if, for each H < M and each prime divisor p of
nM/nH , there exists a closed subset L of M such that H E] L and nL/nH = p.
Remark 2.2. There might be other ways to define nilpotency for association schemes. The
author emphasizes that the way given in this article is not commonly used.
Following [8] we say that H is a Sylow p-subset of K if H is a closed p-subset and nK /nH
is prime with respect to p.
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Remark 2.3. If M is thin, then M can be identified with a finite group (see [7, Thm. A]) and the
nilpotency given in this article coincides with that in group theory.
Definition 2.2. Let Hi ≤ H ≤ G (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). We say that H is the direct product of
H1, . . . , Hn if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) H = H1H2 · · · Hn .
(ii) For all i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, Hih = hHi for each h ∈ H j .
(iii) For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} we have
Hi ∩ H1H2 · · · Hi−1Hi+1 · · · Hn = {1X }.
Remark 2.4. It is not required that h1h2 · · · hn be a singleton for all (h1, h2, . . . , hn) ∈ H1 ×
H2 × · · · × Hn in the definition of direct products, but this is satisfied if H satisfies one of the
equivalent conditions in Theorem 1.1.
Definition 2.3. We set X/H := {xH | x ∈ X} where xH := ⋃h∈H xh and G/H := {gH |
g ∈ G} where gH := {(xH, yH) | (x, y) ∈ g}. Then (X/H,G/H) is an association scheme
(see [7, Thm. 1.5.4]), called the factor scheme of (X,G) over H . For H ≤ K ≤ G we set
K/H := {kH | k ∈ K }, so that K/H ≤ G/H .
Lemma 2.1 ([7, Thm. 2.2.3]). For all H ≤ K ≤ G, H E] K if and only if K/H is thin.
The following are frequently used in this article:
Lemma 2.2 ([7, Thm. 2.4.6]). If H is a closed p-subset, then H is nilpotent.
Lemma 2.3 ([6]). For all d, e ∈ G we have |de| ≤ g.c.d.(nd , ne) where de := { f ∈ G | adef
> 0}.
3. Proof of our main theorem
Throughout this section we assume that (X,G) is an association scheme.
Lemma 3.1. Let M ≤ G. Then M is nilpotent if and only if M/ N is nilpotent for each N ≤ M.
Proof. It is trivial to show the “if” part since M can be identified with M/ {1X }.
Let N ≤ H < M and p a prime divisor of nM/nH . Then there exists K ≤ M such that
nK /nH = p and H E] K since M is nilpotent. By the correspondence theorem for association
schemes (see [7, Cor. 1.6.2]), we have H/ N E] K/ N and nK/ N/nH/ N = p as required. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M ≤ G. Then M is nilpotent if and only if L is nilpotent for each L ≤ M.
Proof. It suffices to show that each maximal closed subset of M is nilpotent. Let L be a maximal
closed subset of M . By Lemma 3.1, M/ L is nilpotent. Since M/ L is nilpotent, it follows
from the maximality of L that nM/nL = p is a prime. Let N < L and q be a prime divisor
of nL/nN . Since M is nilpotent, there exists a closed subset F of M such that N E] F and
nF/nN = q . If F 6≤ L , then LF = M since L E] M . By the second isomorphism theorem for
the association scheme (see [7, Thm. 1.7.8]), M/ L has the same valency as F/ (L∩ F) = F/ N .
Since nM/nL = p, nF/nN = q = p. Thus, if q 6= p, then F ≤ L . If q = p and F 6≤ L , then
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p2 | nM/nN . Since M is nilpotent, there exists F ′ ≤ M such that F E] F ′ and nF ′/nF = p. If
F ′ is not contained in L , then LF ′ = M . By the second isomorphism theorem for association
schemes, M/ L has the same valency as F ′/ (L ∩ F ′). Since p = nM/nL = nF ′/nL∩F ′ , we have
F ′ = (L ∩ F ′)F . By the second isomorphism theorem for association scheme, F ′/ F has the
same valency as (L ∩ F ′)/ (L ∩ F ′ ∩ F) = (L ∩ F ′)/ N and (L ∩ F ′)/ N is thin. It follows from
Lemma 2.1 that N E] L ∩ F ′. Thus, L ∩ F ′ is a required closed subset. 
Lemma 3.3. For all thin closed subsets H, K the group H × K acts on G from the right by
g(h,k) := h∗gk.
Proof. It is easy to check that H × K is a right action on G since the right or left multiplication
by a thin element induces a permutation of G by Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 3.4. Let M ≤ G be such that nM is a power of a prime p. Then M is nilpotent if and
only if M is p-valenced.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, the “if” part holds.
We will show the “only if” part by using induction on nM . It is obvious if nM = 1. Assume
that nM > 1. Since nM is a power of p and M is nilpotent, there exists H ≤ M such that nH = p
and {1X }E] H , and, hence, H is thin. By Lemma 3.1, M/H is nilpotent and nM/H is a power
of p. It follows from the inductive hypothesis that M/H is p-valenced. Thus, for each g ∈ M
we have that ngH is a power of p. Recall that ngH = nHgH/nH (see [7, Thm. 1.5.4]) and HgH
is the orbit of H × H containing g as in Lemma 3.3. This implies that nHgH = ng pi for some
i = 0, 1, 2, and hence, ng is a power of p. 
For the remainder of this article we assume that M is a nilpotent closed subset of G and we
denote by pi the set of prime divisors of nM .
Lemma 3.5. For each p ∈ pi there exists a unique Sylow p-subset of M.
Proof. Since M is nilpotent, it follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 that there exists a Sylow
p-subset of M .
We will show the uniqueness by using induction on nM . Suppose that P, Q ≤ M are distinct
Sylow p-subsets. If P ∩ Q 6= {1X }, then M/ (P ∩ Q) is nilpotent by Lemma 3.1. It follows from
the inductive hypothesis that P = Q.
If P ∩ Q = {1X }, then there exists g ∈ Q − P with ng = 1 and g p = {1X }. Note
that there exists a sequence {Ci }ni=0 of closed subsets between P and M such that C0 :=
P E] C1E] C2E] · · ·E] Cn := M and nCi+1/nCi is a prime but not p. Take i such that g 6∈ Ci
and g ∈ Ci+1. Then Ci+1 = 〈Ci , g〉. Since g p = {1X }, it follows that (gCi )p = {1Ci+1X }, which
contradicts that nCi+1/nCi is a prime but not p. 
For each p ∈ pi we denote the unique Sylow p-subset of M by Mp.
Proof of our main theorem
Proof. It is an easy observation to show the “if” part.
We will prove the “only if” part by using induction on nM .
We claim that, if nMp = p and q ∈ pi with p 6= q, then gMp = Mpg for each element
g ∈ Mq . Suppose not, i.e., there exists g ∈ Mq such that Mpg 6= gMp. If sg = gt for some
s, t ∈ Mp − {1X }, then sig = gt i for each i ∈ Z, and hence, Mpg = gMp, a contradiction.
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If sg = g for some s ∈ Mp − {1X }, then p | ng , and hence, g 6∈ Mq a contradiction. Thus,
Mpg ∩ gMp = {1X }. By Lemma 3.3, the orbit of Mp × Mp containing g has length p2, and
hence, gMp ∈ M/Mp has valency nMpgMp/nMp = png . On the other hand, M/Mp is nilpotent
by Lemma 3.1. By the inductive hypothesis, M/Mp is the direct product of Sylow q-subsets
where q ranges in pi − {p}. Applying Lemma 2.3 we obtain that each element of M/Mp has
valency prime with respect to p, a contradiction.
We claim that, if p, q ∈ pi with p 6= q , then gh = hg for all g ∈ Mp and h ∈ Mq .
Take a thin closed subset U ≤ Mp of valency p and a thin closed subset V ≤ Mq of valency
q . By Lemma 3.5, for each u ∈ U we have u∗Mqu = Mq . Similarly, for each v ∈ V we
have v∗Mpv = Mp. This implies that both UMq and V Mp are closed subsets of G. Applying
Lemma 3.2 to UMq and V Mp we obtain from the above claim that Uh = hU and Vg = gV
for each g ∈ Mp and h ∈ Mq . Applying the inductive hypothesis to M/U and M/V we obtain
that, for all g ∈ Mp, h ∈ Mq ,
gh ∈ UhgU ∩ VhgV = hUgU ∩ VhVg.
Thus, gh ∈ hg′ ∩ h′g for some g′ ∈ UgU ⊆ Mp and h′ ∈ VhV ⊆ Mq . By Lemma 2.3, each of
{gh, hg′, h′g} is a singleton. This implies that
∅ 6= g′g∗ ∩ h∗h′ ⊆ Mp ∩ Mq .
Since Mp ∩ Mq = {1X } by Lagrange’s theorem for association schemes (see [7, Thm. 1.3.6]), it
follows that g = g′ and h = h′, and, hence, gh = hg.
Therefore, for all distinct p, q ∈ pi and f ∈ Mp, g ∈ Mq we have f g = g f . Thus, for
each µ ⊆ pi the product Πp∈µMp is a closed subset of valency Πp∈µnMp . It follows from
Lemma 2.3 and Lagrange’s theorem for association schemes that Mp ∩ Πq∈pi−{p}Mq = {1X }
and nM = Πp∈pinMp . This implies that M is the direct product of {Mp | p ∈ pi}. 
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